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MOKiN USB-C Hub Adapter with 4 USB-C 10Gbps ports (silver)
Does your laptop not have enough ports? The MOKiN Adapter with 4 USB-C ports is exactly what you need to expand the capabilities of
your  device.  It  offers  lightning-fast  data  transfer  with  speeds  as  fast  as  10Gbps,  and  thanks  to  its  wide  compatibility,  it's  ready  for
multiple platforms.
 
Transfer data at an express pace
Now you can transfer files, create backups and share media at incredible speeds. USB-C ports deliver lightning-fast data transfer speeds
of  up to 10 Gbps -  that's  up to 20 times faster  than USB 2.0!  That  means no more waiting to transfer  important  documents between
devices. What's more, it supports the UASP protocol, which means SSDs operate at peak performance, and data transfers are even faster
and more efficient.
 
Even more functionality
You no longer have to choose which devices to connect to your laptop! The Hub will allow you to connect all the necessary accessories
and devices that will make your work in front of the computer more convenient. Whether you need an additional mouse and keyboard or
want to connect a hard drive or flash drive, this adapter will meet your needs.
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Compatible with your hardware
Forget about compatibility problems! With wide compatibility with operating systems such as Windows, Mac OS, Linux, Android and iPad
OS, you can enjoy the full functionality of the hub no matter what device you are working on. What's more, the MOKiN adapter supports
Plug&Play, so it's ready to go as soon as you plug it in, without the need to install additional drivers or complicated configurations. 
 
Take it with you anywhere
The hub's slim and compact design, similar in size to a smartphone, means you can take it with you anywhere you want. It will easily fit
into almost any bag or backpack! The adapter also features an extremely durable cable that is resistant to damage and wear. Thus, you
can be sure that it will serve you for many years.
 
	Manufacturer
	MOKiN
	Model
	MOUC4304
	Color
	Silver
	Ports
	USB-C 3.1 x4
	Maximum transfer speed
	10 Gbps 
	Compatible operating systems
	Windows / Mac OS / Linux / Android / iPad OS

Price:

Before: € 20.5041

Now: € 19.00
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